FELLOWSHIP AND SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
2017-2018

The following is a list of the winners of all GSAS-administered fellowship competitions. It does not include the winners of the many non-GSAS fellowship competitions and may not indicate where students have declined the award.

GRADUATE STUDENTS WIN FULBRIGHT GRANTS FOR RESEARCH ABROAD

A total of eight Cultural Exchange Fulbright grants from the Institute of International Education (IIE) were made to GSAS students that will allow them to conduct dissertation or other advanced research abroad next year. Below are the students and their topics:

IIE Fulbright Awards

Mycah Brazelton-Braxton, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Against the Mechanical Eye: Ei-Q and his Rejection of the Photographic Image
This project examines the intersection of art and photographic media in Japan on the eve of World War Two. The focus, the artist Ei-Q, challenged the factual and documentary techniques of the New Photography Movement, which dominated experimental Japanese art in the early 1930s. Ei-Q combined photography and painting with surrealist methods and thus transformed photography into a site of creative endeavor and unconscious expression.

Michelle Choi, Anthropology
South Korean “Unification Preparation”: Preparing for the Uncertain National Future
My dissertation research is an ethnographic study of South Korean “unification preparation” (t’ongil chunbi). In order to investigate how institutional actors are concretely preparing for an uncertain national future, I will conduct an in-depth participant-observation of one “unification preparation” institution in Seoul. My research will demonstrate that “unification preparation” is giving rise to a new South Korean predictive science.

Julia Cross, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Living Buddha Bodies of Japan from the 8th through the 14th centuries
This project explores the transformation that takes place in the history of Buddhist relics in Japan from the Heian (794-1185) through Kamakura (1185-1333) eras. Using Buddhist Studies and Art Historical methods, it attempts to understand relics as multifaceted objects that empowered specific religious groups via ritual practice, legend, and the mere physical presence of relics in communities as living buddhas.

Hardeep Dhillon, History
Moving Beyond the Nation: Discourses of Anticolonialism, Citizenship, and Rights Among Indians in the Twentieth Century
My dissertation explores the anticolonial discourses, and claims for citizenship and rights of migrant men from India in the early twentieth century. Through a critical study of letters, petitions, legal cases, surveillance reports, and imperial policies, it will illuminate how ideas of anticolonialism, citizenship, and rights are historically configured within India through a larger imperial history.

Philip Gant, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Temple Litigation and Korea’s Long Nineteenth Century
My project explores temple lawsuits as revealing (1) the diversity and complexities of Buddhist life; (2) the changing nature of litigation; and (3) the shifting state-society relationship in nineteenth century Korea. Based at SNU-Kyujanggak and working with the foremost scholars of the social and institutional history of Korean Buddhism, I will delve into archives, interface with legal historians, and meet with experts across Korea.
Patrick Meehan, History
*A Promised Wilderness: The Landscapes of Medieval Prussia, c. 1370-1422*
I am proposing an eight-month stay in Berlin, Germany to conduct archival research at the Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz for my dissertation, an environmental approach to the history of late medieval Prussia (c. 1370-1422). This time will allow me to collect, process, and analyze over 4,000 unpublished sources documenting how Prussia’s Christian colonizers managed and conceptualized the region’s landscapes.

Dana Mirsalis, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
*Female Shinto Priests: Gender and Politics in Contemporary Shinto*
My dissertation investigates the role and status of women in the Shinto priesthood, focusing mainly on the postwar period (1945 to present). By studying the ways in which gender is being negotiated within the Shinto priesthood, we can gain a new perspective on contemporary conversations on gender politics within Japan. This project will combine archival and ethnographic research.

Adam Frost, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
*“Speculators and Profitiers”: The Entrepreneurs of Socialist China*
Through analysis of private and public archives (in Shanghai and Beijing) and the collection of oral histories, this project aims to explore the hidden history of entrepreneurship in Socialist China. The research will seek to reveal the central role entrepreneurs played in the functioning of the socialist economy, thereby challenging existing conceptions of Maoist development as well as the origins of China’s post-Reform economic success.

**Sheldon/Kennedy Fellowships**

Sarah Balakrishnan, History
*Inventing West Africa: Land Struggle and the United West Africa Movement, 1910-1950*

Alexandra Chen, Education
*Raising Children on the Run: How Refugee Caregivers’ Coping and Parenting Approaches Impact Early Childhood Mental Health and Education in Lebanon and Greece*

Michelle Choi, Anthropology
*South Korean “Unification Preparation”: Taming the Uncertain National Future*

Gwendolyn Collaco, Middle Eastern Studies
*Single Figures to Geographies of Beauties: Ottoman Costume Albums Mediating Cultural Translation, 17th c.-18th c.*

Olivia Crough, Visual and Environmental Studies
*“The Future is our only goal”: Varvara Stepanova and avant-garde media after the Russian Revolution, 1817-1958*

Gregory Darwin, Celtic Languages and Literatures
*“The Seal Woman” in its Irish and International Context*

Karri DiPetrillo, Physics
*Research at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland*

Ben Goossen, History

Mariam Goshadze, Religion
*“When the Music Changes, so Does the Dance”: Sonic Negotiations of Ga Indigenous Presence in Urban Ghana*
Marcella Hayes, History
*The Color of Political Authority in Seventeenth-Century Lima*

Rui Hua, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
*The Second Republic: Colonialism, Collaboration, and the Metamorphosis of Constitutional Politics in the Manchurian Borderland, 1900-1953*

Pei-Ling Huang, Music
*Vocal Knowledge, Power, and the Production of Sufi Shrine Space in Sindh, Pakistan*

Hyeok Hweon Kang, East Asian Languages and Civilizations (declined)
*Guns, Military Urbanism and Statecraft in 17th-century Korea*

Caitlyn Olson, Near Eastern Languages and Literatures
*The intellectual project and context of major 15th-century Magribi theologian, al-Sanusi*

Mark Poliks, Music
*Commissioned by Munich Biennale, a contemporary opera company*

Marianne Potvin, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
*Humanitarian Urbanism: Urban Resilience, Technology and the Hybrid Practices of Humanitarian Actors*

Austin Strange, Government
*Regime Legitimacy and Foreign Economic Policy: Outward Trade in Late Imperial China*

Xin Xiang, Education
*Rethinking Educational Inequality: Learning in Communities of Practice in Rural and Urban China*

Lurcy Fellowship

Sarah Mirseyedi, History of Art and Architecture
*Process Work: Painting, Reproduction, and the Transformation of Artistic Labor, 1860-1890*

Knox Fellowships

Jessica Dickson, African and African American Studies
*Co-produce Futures: the making of “Hollywood’s” apocalyptic aesthetic in South Africa*

Christopher Horvat, Engineering and Applied Sciences
*Sea ice across scales: studying a critical, emergent, multi-scale component of the climate system*

David Thorstad, Philosophy
*Precision with a human face*

Lee Whittinghill Samuelson Traveling Fellowships

Khytie Brown, African and African American Studies
*Sensory Epistemologies and Spiritual Citizenship in Jamaican and Panamanian. Revival Zion Religion*

Márton Farkas, Comparative Literature
*The Influence of Biblical Parallelism on Modern European Poetics*

Anne-Sophie Pratte, Inner Asian and Altaic Studies
*From Qing Borderland to Nation State: The Making of Frontiers and Internal Boundaries in 19th Century Mongolia*
Merit/Term-Time Fellowships

Rachel Achs, Philosophy
On the Warrant of Blame

Sarah Balakrishnan, History (declined)
Inventing West Africa: Land Struggle and the United West Africa Movement, 1910-1950

Angie Bautista-Chavez, Government
Exporting Borders: The Domestic and International Politics of Immigration Control

Daniel Behar, Comparative Literature

Savannah Bergquist, Health Policy
Improving the Performance of the Health Care System with Normative Data for Payment System Calibration

Kelsey Berry, Health Policy
The Moral Legitimacy of Limiting Access to Organ Transplantation on the Basis of Patients Social Supports

Jelena Borise, Linguistics
Investigating syntactic and prosodic properties of information structure in Georgian

Gwendolyn Collaco, Middle Eastern Studies (declined)
From the “Hands of Turks” to Turquerie: Ottoman Costume Albums Mediating Cultural Translation, 17th-18th c.

Philip Cowperthwaite, Astronomy
Identifying Electromagnetic Counterparts to Gravitational Wave Triggers

Tauna Cunha, Organismic and Evolutionary Biology
Integrative research in gastropods: Phylogeny and shell shape evolution

Daniel D’Amore, Visual and Environmental Studies
Beyond the Astrodome: Conditions of Media and Environment

Gregory Darwin, Celtic Languages and Literatures (declined)
Mar gur dream Si lad ata ag mainuint fen bhfarraige: The Seal Woman in its Irish and International Context

Sonali Dhingra, History of Art and Architecture (declined)
Cult and Colossus: Buddhist sculpture from Odisha in history and memory

Heather Dingwall, Human Evolutionary Biology
Identifying gene and regulatory networks underlying postnatal tendon cell growth

Isabel Duarte-Gray, English
Binding Latinidad: Latino/a Narrative and Print Culture, 1980-2010

Catarina Fernandes, Organizational Behavior
Status Spillover: The Permeability of Status Between Groups and Contexts

Amanda Fish, American Studies
Cross-Age Aesthetics: Child Authorship and Creative Collaborations in the 1965-75 United States

Joshua Freeman, Inner Asian and Altaic Studies
From Cultural Periphery to Cultural Capital: How Ili Culture Became Uyghur Culture

Ashvin Gandhi, Economics (declined)
Picking Your Patients: Resident Selection in the Nursing Home Industry

Cristina Garcia Navas, Romance Languages and Literatures (declined)
Singing and Writing Against the Devil in the Borderlands of Colombia

Nina Gheihman, Sociology
Veganism in Vogue? Cultural Intermediaries and National Context in New York, Paris, and Tel Aviv

Matthew Gin, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning (declined)
Architecture feinte and the Art of Artifice in Eighteenth-Century France

Ryan Glasnovich, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Return to the Sword: Martial Identity and the Modern Transformation of the Japanese Police

Ben Goossen, History (declined)

Guthrie Gray-lobes, Public Policy
The effect of non-neighborhood schools

Julien Grimaud, Molecular and Cellular Biology
Interhemispheric Integration of Odor Information in the Mouse Olfactory Cortex

Michael Konieczny, Classics
Discourse and Ideology in the Annals of Tacitus

Matthew Leslie, Music (declined)
Transformismo: Race, Drag Performance, and Sexual Revolution in Contemporary Cuba

Perrine Marcenac, Biological Sciences in Public Health
Elucidating the molecular interplay between reproduction and parasite development in Anopheles gambiae

Matthew McBride, Chemical Biology
SSX drives gain-of-function BAF complex chromatin affinity and genomic targeting in synovial sarcoma

Sophia Nasti, South Asian Studies
Genre Innovation and Transformation in the Works of a Beloved Tamil Saint

Elias Nelson, History of Science
The Making of Native Sciences and Futures: Indigenous Engagements with Western Scientific Hegemony in the United States, 1879-2006

Laura Nelson, American Studies
Experimental Education as a Form of Political and Social Protest in the 1960s and 1970s

Marie-Christine Nizzi, Psychology
Coping and self-image after a trauma: a study in receivers of a face transplant

Miles Osgood, English
Pentathlon of the Muses: The Olympic Art Competitions and Athletic Modernism

Sunyoung Park, Earth and Planetary Sciences
The Earth Revealed by New Seismological Approaches – Insights into the Deep Processes from Top to Bottom

Nicholas Paskert, African and African American Studies
The Synecdoche of Slavery: The Elision of Slave Labor in the Building of New Orleans, 1770-1852

Aavishkar Patel, Physics
Exploring transport and thermalization in interacting quantum matter through the lens of many-body quantum chaos

Anne Roehrborn, German
The Affect of Resentment to Political Correctness in Contemporary Germany

Micheline Soley, Chemical Physics
Fundamental Chemistry at a New Frontier: The Ultracold Reaction of KRb Dimers

James Taylor, Classics
Changing Places: geological change and the shaping of landscapes in Classical imaginations

Stephen Tullock, Slavic Languages and Literatures
Matters of Life and Death: Bodies, Forms, and Resurrection in Soviet Literature and Film

Xiawei Wang, Astronomy
Non-thermal emission from astrophysical shocks and observational implications

Hannah Weaver, Romance Languages and Literatures
Textual Mobility: The Medieval Journeys of Twelfth-Century Anglo-Norman Texts

Thomas Whittaker, Religion (declined)
To Enlighten the World: The Birth of Transatlantic Protestant Missions in the Age of the French Revolution, 1789-1815

Alix Winter, Social Policy
Explaining the Contextual and Policy Foundations of the Opioid Crisis

Dingdong Yi, Statistics
Change-point detection in covariance of high-dimensional time series

Boyu Zhang, Mathematics
Gauge theory and low dimensional topology

Dissertation Completion Fellowships

Graduate Society Fellowships

Tarek Abu Hussein, Middle Eastern Studies
Ottoman-Islamic Education at the Core and the Periphery: A Study of Instructional Material, Method, and Intellectual Integration

Narges Afshordi, Psychology
The Young Observer: Children's Third-party Inferences about Social Relationships

Ali Asgar Alibhai, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Through The Eyes of Judhar: Reconstructing The Tenth Century World Of A Medieval Fatimid Chamberlain

Robert Ames, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Looking for the Human: Sufism, Subjectivity, and Modernity in Iran

Elizabeth Angowski, Religion
Care of the Self and Others: Reading the Literary for the Moral Life in an Early Biography of Yeshe Tsogyal

Leah Aronowsky, History of Science

Amanda Auerbach, English
Getting Lost: The Forms of Experience that Shape the Novel

Efe Balikcioglu, Middle Eastern Studies
The Coherence of the Coherence: Philosophical Investigations in the 15th-Century Ottoman Intellectual Context

Pamela Ban, Political Economy and Government
The Politics of Speech: How Partisanship and Participation in the Committee System Influence Congressional Outcomes

Christine Baugh, Health Policy
Evaluating the Risks of Participation in Contact Sports: Individual, Institutional, and Ethical Considerations

Gasper Begus, Linguistics
Natural and Unnatural Processes: A Synchrony-Diachrony Interface Approach

Jean Biniek, Health Policy
Medical Technology and Incentives for Innovation

Samantha Blankenship, Classics
Historiography Between Greece and Persia

Laura Blattner, Political Economy and Government
Essays on Economic Policy in the Eurozone

James Bondarchuk, Philosophy
Kant’s Fact of Reason as Pure Practical Apperception

Vitaly Bord, Business Economics
Essays in Banking and Finance

Kirill Borusyak, Economics
Essays on the Determinants and Implications of Firm Behavior

Liam Brannelly, Celtic Languages and Literatures
Between Inside and Outside: Peripatetic Desire in the Poetry of Dafydd ap Gwilym

Ernest Brewster, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
The Yoga of Dying: Consciousness and Mortality in Tang Yogacara Buddhism

Kreg Brown, Sociology
Three Papers on Racial and Gender Differences in Occupational Change and Career Trajectory
Brielle Bryan, Social Policy
Self-Sufficiency, Criminal Justice System Interaction, and the Life Course: An Examination of Income, Support and Housing Trajectories After Incarceration and Conviction

Peter Bucchianeri, Social Policy
Essays on Power and Conflict in Municipal Government

Andrew Campana, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Poetry Across Media in 20th-Century Japan

Austin Campbell, Religion
Consolation’s Afterlife: The Ethics and Aesthetics of Illusion in Anticipating Death

Faris Casewit, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Ali al-Harrali (d. 1241) and the Foundational Principles of Qur’anic Exegesis (usul al-tafsir)

Chambi Chachage, African and African American Studies
Capitalizing Cities: The Emergence of Entrepreneurial Elites in African Commercial Capitals and the Growth of Black Business in the Global Economy

Jon Chamberlain, Psychology
The Evolution of Procedural Memory Across Wake and Sleep

Cuicui Chen, Public Policy
Essays in Industrial Organization and Environmental Economics

Yin Chen, Business Economics
Essays in Financial Economics

William Chiriguayo, History
The Almighty Dollar: American Currency in the Age of Empire

David Choi, Business Economics
Essays on Monetary Policy with Informational Frictions

Gregory Clines, Religion
The Lotus’ New Bloom: Literary Reinvention in Fifteenth-Century North India

John Coglianese, Political Economy and Government
Essays in Macroeconomics of Labor Markets

Matthew Collins, Romance Languages and Literatures
Text and Image in Dante’s Commedia and its Early Modern Illustrations (1335-1596)

Dalila Colucci, Romance Languages and Literatures
Italian Visual Poetry’s Evolution from the Avant-garde to the End of the Twentieth Century

Stephen Coussens, Public Policy
Essays in Health Economics and Causal Effects

Lauren Davidson, Philosophy
Into Question: The Attitudes of Inquiry

Jamie Daw, Health Policy
Insurance Coverage for Pregnant Women: Assessing Patterns, Policy Impacts and Methods for Evaluation

Katherine Donato, Health Policy
Essays in Maternal and Child Health Economics

Jeronimo Duarte Riascos, Romance Languages and Literatures
Almost the Same, But Not Quite - The Prosthetic Condition in (Latin American) Art Practices

Mark Duerksen, African and African American Studies
A House in Lagos, 1880-1980

Zoe Eddy, Anthropology
Bear-Gods and Human-Tourists: Materiality and Colonization in Indigenous Contexts

Joshua Ehrlich, History
The East India Company and the Politics of Knowledge

Anas El Turabi, Health Policy
The effect of financial incentives on intrinsic motivation among physicians

Anastassia Fedyk, Business Economics
Essays on Information in Financial Markets

Steven Felix, Psychology
Perceived Criticism: A Practical Assessment of Multiple Clinically-Relevant Domains

Jiashuo Feng, Economics
Essays in Innovation and Industrial Organization

Anny Fenton, Sociology
Sex and the Pediatricians office: Using the HPV vaccine to explore how sexuality shapes health care practices and parents health care decisions

Chase Foster, Government
The Political Economy of Market Regulation: Liberalization and the Rise of 'Regulation by Enforcement' in Europe and the United States

Kathryn Fox, Psychology
How Do Eroded Barriers Impact Nonsuicidal Self-Injury?

Eric Frederickson, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Egypt and the Joseph Story: A New Approach

William French, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
The Role of the Odes in Early Chinese Thought: Quotation and Modes of Textual Engagement with Poetry in Warring States Philosophical Texts

Erin Frey, Organizational Behavior
Repair, Restoration, and Restoration: How Individuals Reintegrate Back Into Organizations Following Work-Related Failure

Ann Frost (Spokes), Psychology
Family Matters: Tracing the Social Cognitive Development of Kinship Understanding

Juan Galan, Political Economy and Government
Essays on the state and economic development

Deborah Gann, Celtic Languages and Literatures
Poets and their Poetics in Fourteenth-Century Welsh and French Poetry

Andrew Garin, Political Economy and Government
Essays on the Economics of Labor Demand and Policies Supporting “Good Jobs”

Siddharth George, Political Economy and Government
Essays in Development Economics

Todd Gerarden, Public Policy
Essays in Energy and Environmental Economics

Lidia Gocheva, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
The Question of God's Knowledge of the Particulars in Avicennian and Post-Avicennian Thought

Aaron Goldman, Religion
Kierkegaard's Critical Relationship to Kant: A Thought-Experiment in Love and Salvation

Mary Gorski, Health Policy
Understanding Policy Opportunities to Improve Health in Schools, Health Care Settings, and Neighborhoods

Daniel Green, Slavic Languages and Literatures
Dressing the Golden Age: The Symbolism of Clothing in Russian Literature in the Era of Nicholas I

Marissa Grunes, English
This Corner in the Wild: Lyric Architecture and Romantic Agrarianism in American Literature, 1820-1920

Lisa Haber-Thomson, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
Territories of incarceration: architecture and judicial procedure in the English Channel, 1642-1945

Gregory Halaby, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Collaborative adab in early nahda Egypt: The Network of Muhammad Ayyad al-Tantawi (1810-1861)

Danielle Hallet, History of Science
Glacial Tongues: Making North American Glaciers Speak, 1887-present

Ali Hamandi, Health Policy
Issues in State Medicaid Long-Term Care

Matthew Hamm, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Ways of Being: Phenomenology, Ontology and Self-Cultivation in Early China

Max Harris, Economics
Managing Sterling to “Safeguard Peace”: The Exchange Equalisation Account and the Tripartite Agreement, 1936-1939

Michal Hasson, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Laila’s Lotus Eyes: The Story of Laila and Majnun in Early Modern South Asia

Soeren Henn, Political Economy and Government
The Impacts of Weak State Capacity on Rural Africa

Nathaniel Hipsman, Economics
Essays in Public Finance

**Bing Huang, History of Art and Architecture**  
*Occidental Design: Precision and Mechanized Worldview in Eighteenth-Century Chinese Art*

**Yuxiao Huang, Economics**  
*Projects in International Trade and Economic Geography*

**Clara Iannotta, Music**  
*Visual Music Works 201418*

**Samuel Imlay, Government**  
*Higher education politics in the United States*

**Denva Jackson, History of Art and Architecture**  
*In the Footsteps of our Fathers: Morgan Library's Vitae patrum, MS. M.626*

**Chan Kim, Government**  
*The Nexus between U.S. Foreign Policy and Domestic Politics*

**Hanung Kim, East Asian Languages and Civilizations**  
*Renaissance Man from Amdo: life and scholarship of eighteenth-century Amdo scholar Sum pa mkhan po Ye shes dpal 'byor (1704-1788)*

**Michael Kincaid, Economics**  
*Essays in Urban and Public Economics*

**Joanna Kline, Religion**  
*David and the Patriarchs: The Use of Narrative Analogy in 1 Samuel 161 Kings 2*

**Carly Knight, Sociology**  
*The Personification of the Corporation*

**Tsin Yen Koh, Government**  
*Sex, Religion and Pushpin: Bentham on Pleasure and Power*

**Lu Kou, East Asian Languages and Civilizations**  
*Courtly Exchange and the Rhetoric of Empire in Early Medieval China*

**Douglas Kremm, Philosophy**  
*Practical Cognitivism: An Essay on the Nature of Normative Judgment*

**Veronika Kusumaryati, Anthropology**  
*Alert and Transmission: Networks of Power and Contemporary Political Mobilization in West Papua*

**Carlos Lastra-Anadon, Social Policy**  
*Agglomeration, education and inequality*

**Eben Lazarus, Economics**  
*Essays on the Measurement and Testing of Theoretical Restrictions in Macroeconomics*

**Nicole LeBlanc, Psychology**  
*Building social connections: Testing the efficacy of two brief cognitive-behavioral interventions to reduce loneliness among young adults*

**Jungmin Lee, Visual and Environmental Studies**
Archaeology of Volume: The Sculptural in the European Avant-garde's Cinematic Imagination in the 20s and the 60s

Seunghyup Lee, Business Economics
Essays in Market Frictions and Firm Investment

David Levari, Psychology
Prevalence-shifted thresholds in signal detection

Tatyana Levari, Psychology
Development of Online Sentence Comprehension

Daniel Lewis, Economics
Essays in Time Series Econometrics

Jonathan Libgober, Economics
Transparency and Experimentation in Mechanism Design

Han Hsien Liew, Middle Eastern Studies
Legitimizing Piety and Knowledge: Caliphal Ideology and Political Thought in the Works of Ibn al-Jawzi

Wirun Limsawart, Anthropology
Healthcare on the border: Neoliberal bureaucratization, doctoring, and stateless tuberculosis in a borderland between Thailand and Myanmar

Rory Lindsay, South Asian Studies
Agents and Anxiety: Ritual Liberation of the Dead in Tantric Buddhist Discourse

Christopher Lucas, Government
Essays on the Analysis of Text, Images, Audio, and Video

Steven Lydon, German
Nature without meaning: the sound figures in Goethe, Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche

Luca Maini, Economics
Essay on the Market for Prescription Drugs

Stephanie Majerowicz, Public Policy
Essays in Development Economics

Justin Martin, Psychology
The adaptive logic of moral luck shapes the cognitive and neural bases of punishment

Ian McGonigle, Middle Eastern Studies
Genomic Citizenship: Peoplehood and State in Israel and Qatar

Gregory Mellen, Classics
The Silent Orator: Isocrates’ pseudo-deliberative speeches

Marion Menzin, History
The Sugar Revolution in New England: Barbados, Massachusetts Bay, and the Atlantic Sugar Economy, 1600-1660

Elizabeth Mishkin, Economics
Essays in Labor Market Inequality
Elizabeth Mitchell, Classics
The Other Classical Body: Cupids as Mediators in Roman Art

Kate Monaghan, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Self-Representation in Medieval Chinese Poetry: The Rise of Individuated Poetic Speakers from Ruan Ji to Bao Zhao

Eduardo Montero, Economics
Essays on the Political Economy of Development

Ellen Montz, Health Policy
The Effect of Competition in the Affordable Care Act’s Marketplaces on Premiums and Benefits

Fiorin Stefan Morar, History of Science
The Maps of Myriad Kingdoms: the translation and circulation of cartographic knowledge between East Asia and Early Modern Europe

Emerson Morgan, Music
Music and Ritual at Rouen Cathedral from the Twelfth to the Fifteenth Century

Xiaosheng Mu, Economics
Essays on the Economics of Information

Morgan Ng, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
The Architecture of Statecraft, Stealth, and Spectacle: Urban Fortifications in Sixteenth-Century Italy

Bryan Norwood, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
The Architect’s Knowledge: Imagining the Profession’s Historical Body, 1797-1933

Zachary Nowak, American Studies
The American Train Station: A History

Andrew Ong, Anthropology
Navigating Marginality on the Burma-China Border

Monica Park, Classics
Ritualization and Its Discontents: The Poetry and Mythography of Ruler Cult in Early Hellenistic Literature

Edward Patzelt, Psychology
Describing the function and dysfunction of meta-control

Cassandra Peitzman, Health Policy
Private Markets, Public Aims: Welfare Effects of Regulated Competition in the ACA Marketplaces and the United States Medicaid Program

Elizabeth Phillips, English
Somnambulist Drama: Boredom in and of the Theater, 1887-1962

Kai Johannes Polzhofer, Music
Music beyond sound

Andrew Pope, History
David Porter, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
*Ethnic and Status Identity in Qing China: The Hanjun Eight Banners*

Shannon Prince, African and African American Studies
*Green is the New Black: Reading the Black Experience Ecocritically*

Yvan Prkachin, History of Science
*Wired Together: The Montreal Neurological Institute and the Origins of Modern Neuroscience, 1934-1965*

Stephanie Probst, Music
*Concepts of Line in Early-Twentieth Century Musical Thought*

Adrienne Raphel, English
*A Couple of Bogus Letters: The Crossword-Puzzle Mentality and Twentieth-Century Poetry*

Arafat Razzaque, Middle Eastern Studies
*Speaking of Sin: Private Vice, Public Reputation, and the Ethics of Gossip in Medieval Islamic Society*

Sarika Ringwala, Public Policy
*Essays in Development Economics*

Cassandra Robertson, Sociology
*Health, Race, Education, and Intergenerational Economic Mobility*

Marco Romani Mistretta, Classics
*Invention and Discovery in Greek and Roman Thought*

Wendy Salkin, Philosophy
*The Nicest Problem: The Duties of Informal Political Representatives*

Elizabeth Santorella, Economics
*Value-Added Estimation*

Heather Sarsons, Economics
*Three Essays on Biased Beliefs and Inequality*

Eli Schachar, Economics
*Can reduced mental health coverage lead to costs in- and outside the health care system? Evidence from a health insurance reform in the Netherlands suggests it can*

Anthony Shannon, Classics
*Africa Romana: Appropriation, Interaction and Tradition in the Development of Urban Landscapes in the Roman Maghrib*

Hannah Shepherd, History
*Cities into Empire: Fukuoka, Pusan, and Japan’s Imperial Urbanization*

Gea Hyun Shin, Economics
*Essays in Firm R&D Investment*

Jann Spiess, Economics
*Essays in Semiparametric Econometrics*

Stephen Squibb, English
*On Stagecraft: Science, Theater and the Institution of Knowledge*
Kevin Tervala, African and African American Studies  
Desert Visions: Form and Perception in Northwestern Kenya

Kai Thaler, Government  
When the Rebels Win: State Power and Public Interests after Civil Wars

Michael Thornton, History  
Settling Sapporo: City and State in the Global Nineteenth Century

Linh To, Economics  
Essays in labor and behavioral economics

Gabriel Tourek, Public Policy  
Simplified Income Taxation of Firms: Evidence from a Rwandan Reform

Chiara Trebaiocchi, Romance Languages and Literatures  
Re-schooling Society: The Battle for Education in the Life and Works of Franco Fortini

Jordan Troeller, History of Art and Architecture  
The Bauhaus in situ: The Place of Abstraction in Weimar Germany, 1923-1929

Teresa Trout, English  
Aesthetic Inheritance in the 20th-Century Country House Novel

Argyrios Tsiaras, Economics  
Essays in Macroeconomics and Finance

Feng-en Tu, East Asian Languages and Civilizations  
The Empire of Scents: Reinventing the Senses in Modern Japan

Peter Tu, Economics  
The Effect of Physicians and Referral Networks

Julian Urrutia, Health Policy  
The Grounds and Content of Prisoners Moral Right to Health, and of Physicians Professional Obligations

Daniel Velez-lopez, Public Policy  
Essays on environmental economics

Peter Volberding, Government  
Financializing Development: The Making of Modern Development Finance

Guillaume Wadia, History  

Gernot Waldner, German  
What counts. Quantitative Knowledge and Methods of Quantification in the German-speaking Culture of the 1920s

Eldra Walker, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning  
Progression and Regression: The Primitive in Nineteenth-Century French Architectural Thought and Practice, 1824-1892

Lydia Walker, History  
States-in-waiting: Nationalism, Internationalism, Decolonization
Carmen Wang, Business Economics
Essays in behavioral economics and market design

Ruosi Wang, Psychology
Neural Representation of Part-Whole Integration of Individual and Multiple Objects

Stella Wang, English
Penance and Confession in Medieval English Romance, c. 1150 - 1500

Moses Warrick, American and African American Studies
Dis 'n Kaapse Ding ("It's a Cape Town Thing")

Alexandra Was, Psychology
Social Learning in Early Childhood: Learning When to Seek Help and How to Give it

Erica Weaver, English
Formal Orders: Writing Poetry and Prose in Anglo-Saxon England

Sadie Weber, Anthropology
Camelids: Mobilizers for Andean Civilization

Jonathan Weigel, Political Economy and Government
State building and corruption in sub-Saharan Africa

Elizabeth (Porter) White, English
Reading Victorian Pilgrimage

Steven White, Economics
Essays in Health Economics

Ryan Winters, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Negotiating Exchange: Trade, Travel, and Diplomacy in the Ebla Archives

Thomas Wisniewski, Comparative Literature
The Rhythm of Prose

Tsione Wolde-Michael, History
Children of Cush: Ethiopianism in the U.S. and Ethiopia, 1770-1970

Miriam Wray, German
Ornament and fashion in the works of Kafka, Musil and Broch

Daniel Wu, Social Policy
Innovations in Housing and Technology: The process of building, sustaining, and using cross-occupational collaborations

Wentao Xiong, Economics
Essays in Applied Microeconomics

Lisa Xu, Public Policy
Essays in Structural Transformation

He Yang, Economics
Essays in Behavioral Finance and Behavioral Economics
Joshua Yardley, Public Policy
Essays on Technology and Learning

Aylin Yildirim Tschoepe, Middle Eastern Studies
Brave New Turkey: Contesting Knowledges and the Production of Urban Landscape and Identity

Letian Zhang, Sociology
Diversity Impact: the Influence of Organizational Diversity on Performance, Evaluations, and Collaborations

Ruohua Zhou, Health Policy
Essays in Health Economics

Christina Zlogar, Linguistics
Semantic and pragmatic properties of co-speech gestures

Janet Zong, English
Institutions of World Literature and Imaginaries of Global Citizenship

Presidential Fellowships

Dorothy Ahn, Linguistics
Nominal arguments and definiteness

Heng Du, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
The Author's Two Bodies: Paratext in Early Chinese Manuscript Culture

Dena Fehrenbacher, English
Intone, Don't Tell: The Politics, Ethics and Sociality of Voice in Contemporary Transnational Novels

Raphael Koenig, Comparative Literature
Art Beyond the Norms: Art of the Insane, Art brut, and Literary Madmen from Prinzhorn to Dubuffet (1922-1947)

Katie Kohn, Visual and Environmental Studies
Imagining Life: Film, philosophy, and the problem of “life itself”

Evgeny Morozov, History of Science
Towards a Genealogy of Cyberspace: 1950-2000

Ekedi Mpondo-Dika, Sociology
Social Suffering and Its Institutional Management

Erik Scully, Human Evolutionary Biology
Spatial, temporal, and cellular barriers to cross-species transmission of simian malaria parasites

David Ungvary, Classics
Conversifiers: the practice of Christian Latin poetic authorship, 470-670 AD

Nathan Wilmers, Sociology
The Role of Employers in Rising Wage Inequality

Tess Wise, Government
The Personal and the Political: How Ideology Shapes Responses to Chapter 13 Bankruptcy
Lei Ying, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
*Our Shared Karma: Buddhism, Literature, and the Modern Chinese Revolution*

**Research Center Awards**

Andrew Bellisari, History

Brandon Bloch, History
*Faith for This World: Protestantism and the Reconstruction of Constitutional Democracy in Germany, 1933-1968* (CES)

Lowell Brower, African and African American Studies
*In the Place of Sorrow: Storytelling, Sociality, and Survival in Rwanda and its Refugee Camps* (WCFIA)

John Davis, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
*The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Reconstruction of the American Landscape, 1865-1885* (Warren)

Megan Duncan Smith, History
*Taming the Dnipro Rapids: Nature, National Geography, and Hydro-Engineering in Soviet Ukraine, 1927-1972* (Davis)

Lulie El-Ashry, Religion
*CROSSING CONTINENTS: A European Sufi Muslim Convert Community's Journey of Geographic Relocation and Identity Renegotiation* (CES)

Hope Harvey, Social Policy
*Exploring the Impacts of Doubling up on American Families* (Radcliffe)

Lisa Haushofer, History of Science
*Edible Health: nutritional consumer products in Britain and the United States, 1851-1928* (Radcliffe)

Neelam Khoja, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
*The Politics of Power in 18th century Punjab: Space, Culture, and Identity* (Mahindra)

James McSpadden, History
*In League with Rivals: Parliamentary Networks and Backroom Politics in Interwar Europe* (CES)

Yun Ni, Comparative Literature
*Words, Images and the Self: Iconoclasm in Late Medieval English Literature* (Radcliffe)

Argyro Nicolaou, Comparative Literature
*Europe and the Cultural Politics of Mediterranean Migrations* (Mahindra)

Liat Spiro, History
*Drawing Capital: Depiction, Machine Tools, and the Political Economy of Industrial Knowledge, 1824-1914* (CES)

Anton Strezhnev, Government
*The Global Governance of Foreign Direct Investment* (WCFIA)

Kimberly Wortmann, Religion
*Practicing Muslim Unity Across the Indian Ocean* (WCFIA)

Lioudmila Zaitseva, Comparative Literature
Performing the Vulnerable Subject in Stalin-Era Poetry and Prose (Davis)

**External Awards**

**Matthew Clair, Sociology**  
*Privilege and Punishment: Unequal Experiences of Criminal Justice* (Quattrone Fellowship)

**Simon Barnaby Crowcroft, History**  
*Decolonization in the empire of protection: Britain's other empire at the birth of the modern world* (ACLS Mellon)

**Helen Cushman, English**  
*Producing Knowledge in the Middle English Mystery Plays* (ACLS Mellon)

**Alonso De Gortari Briseno, Economics**  
*Essays on Global Value Chains* (Fundacion Mexico)

**Raissa Fabregas Robles Gil, Public Policy**  
*Essays at the Intersection of Education and Development Economics* (Fundacion Mexico)

**Ian MacCormack, Religion**  
*Buddhism and Government in Seventeenth-Century Tibet* (Robert H.N. Ho Family Foundation Dissertation Fellowship in Buddhist Studies)

**Frederick Reece, Music**  
*Ringing False: Music Analysis, Forgery, and the Technologies of Truth* (AMS50 Fellowship, American Musicological Society)

**Natasha Roule, Music**  
*Reviving Lully: Opera and the Negotiation of Absolutism in the French Provinces, 1685-1750* (ACLS Mellon)

**Oliver Wunsch, History of Art and Architecture**  
*Painting Against Time: The Decaying Image in the French Enlightenment* (ACLS Mellon)

**Graduate Society Summer Fellowships**

- Rushain Abbasi, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
- Gbemisola Abiola, African and African American Studies
- Michael Allen, English
- Maria Atuesta, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
- Hicham Award, Visual and Environmental Studies
- Fernando Bizzarro Neto, Government
- Jeremy Bowles, Government
- Kelly Brignac, History
- Jessie Bullock, Government
- Kaitlyn Chriswell, Government
- Jessica Dickson, African and African American Studies
- Ruodi Duan, History
- Tamer Elshayal, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
- Jordan Howell, History of Science
- Evelyn Jagoda, Human Evolutionary Biology
- Liu Jiang, Education
- Amanda Kreider, Health Policy
- Laura Kremen Adler, Sociology
- Amulya Mandava, Anthropology
- Peter Maxted, Economics
Alexandra McDowell, Health Policy
Mary McNeil, American Studies
Katherine Mills, History of Art and Architecture
Mina Mitreva, History
Aroop Mukharji, Public Policy
Tiffany Nichols, History of Science
Damla Ozakay, Middle Eastern Studies
Anne-Sophie Pratte, Inner Asian and Altaic Studies
Daniel Prinz, Health Policy
Sarah Rendon Garcia, Education
Robert Roessler, German
Zachary Rothstein-Dowden, Linguistics
Alexander Schwennicke, Classics
Joshua Simons, Government
Li Wen Jessica Tan, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Laura Thompson, Religion
Botagoz Ussen, Comparative Literature
Carolina Valdivia Ordorica, Education
Aaron Watanabe, Government
Georgia Whitaker, History
Jessica Williams, History of Art and Architecture
Joel Wing-Lun, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Iris Yellum, South Asian Studies
Sara Zaia, Anthropology
Kristen Zipperer, Anthropology

**Summer School Tuition Waivers**

Erik Baker, History of Science
Ethan Balgley, Anthropology
Alyssa Botelho, History of Science
Chloe Chapin, American Studies
Fangdai Chen, Comparative Literature
Emily Epperson, Romance Languages and Literatures
Davida Fernandez-Barkan, History of Art and Architecture
Sophie Gilmore, Visual and Environmental Studies (declined)
Thea Goldring, History of Art and Architecture
Haci Gunduz, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Thomas Hill, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
Sina Hoche, German
Kaila Howell, History of Art and Architecture (declined)
Hannah Hyden, History of Art and Architecture
Nicole Inostroza, Romance Languages and Literatures (declined)
Emily Kanner, Slavic Languages and Literatures
Patricia Manor, History of Art and Architecture
Sophia Mao, English
Yuan Heng Mao, East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Britta Mohney, Government
Sage Moses, Religion
Suzanne Paszkowski, Classics
Katherine Prater, Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning
Victoria Queneau, Comparative Literature
Arezu Riahi, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
Kellen Safreed, Slavic Languages and Literatures
Tasha Schoenstein, History of Science
Hannelore Segers, Classics
Mashaal Sohail, Systems Biology/History of Science
Emilio Vavarella, Visual and Environmental Studies
Rebecca Voelcker, Visual and Environmental Studies
Rachel Vogel, History of Art and Architecture
Jeremy Williams, Religion

National Science Foundation

Ann Aindow, Molecular and Cellular Biology
Munazza Alam, Astronomy
Mihir Bhaskar, Physics
Jessica Brooks, Medical Sciences
Cristhian Cadena, Medical Sciences
Teron Carmichael, Astronomy
Brianna Castro, Sociology
Linda Chang, Psychology
Kezi Cheng, Engineering and Applied Sciences
Ryan Collins, Medical Sciences
Joshua Cox, Chemistry and Chemical Biology
Molly Edwards, Organismic and Evolutionary Biology
Olivia Foster, Medical Sciences
Delilah Gates, Physics
Richard Hakim, Medical Sciences
Isabel Harbaugh, Public Policy
Helen Ho, Public Policy
Lily Hu, Engineering and Applied Sciences
Mike Jin, Systems Biology
Andrew Leber, Government
Laura Lewis, Human Evolutionary Biology
Jing Li, Economics
Amber Medina, Astronomy
Kiana Mohajeri, Medical Sciences
Nicholas Mondrik, Physics
Kevin Ngan, Chemistry and Chemical Biology
Nicole Pashley, Statistics
Judy Pu, Earth and Planetary Sciences
Frederick Shipley, Biophysics
Ava Soleimany, Biophysics
Aniqa Tasnim, Medical Sciences
Johnmark Taylor, Psychology
Clark Teeple, Engineering and Applied Sciences
George Touloumes, Engineering and Applied Sciences
Christina Tringides, Biophysics
Robert Viveros, Engineering and Applied Sciences
Mark Wilkening, Engineering and Applied Sciences
Jenny Yan, Medical Sciences
Jessie Zhang, Physics